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VZ-HDARM-K – HD Arm Master Kit 

The HD Arm and its kit accessories are extremely simple to 
operate. The clamp attaches to tubes as shipped, or you can 
insert the wedge-shaped “saddle” to clamp to flat surfaces. 

With the master kit, you have several options for mounting the 
arm: 1) to the clamp 2) to the tripod base 3) directly to a drilled 
surface. Attaching to the tripod base is fairly self-explanatory. 
The arm attaches to the clamp at the hex socket. You’ll have to 
loosen the locking screw and depress the safety catch pin to 
insert the arm joint into the hex socket, then tighten the locking 
screw.  

Adjusting the arm is very intuitive. Simply loosen the large handle 
in the center and you’ll see the end joints can rotate. Loosen the 
large handle enough and you can disengage the serrated clutch in 
the middle and change the angle of the two main arm sections. The 
position of the large handle can also be rotated without loosening the 
joint by lifting the handle up and turning it (lifting disengages the 
screw mechanism).  

The included brass stud is threaded ¼”-20 one end 
and 3/8”-16 on the other end – likewise with the arm 
end joints. Also included are ¼”-20 and 3/8”-16 
studs w/ washers for increased mounting flexibility 

and for mounting to the VariZoom QuickJib or 
SnapCrane (late models only). 

When using the arm in any mode, please make sure all joints are secure 
and the system will not collide or interfere with any moving parts. With the 
tripod mode in particular, use caution and don’t leave the system 
unattended. The maximum recommended load is 5 pounds, but if you’re 
not careful with the setup, the system could tip over. 

The HD Arm is very intuitive and robust, so we encourage you to play 
around with it to get the best idea of how to use it for your needs. It’s hard 
to use it wrong – just don’t try to take it apart, because that’s one thing we 
don’t cover under warranty! Thanks for your purchase! 

www.varizoom.com  / 512-219-7722 

Warranty: 2 years parts and labor 


